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The smell of earth when it rains…! Divine… 
 
A typical summer day and you just reach home, drained and 
tired. At that very moment, there is a thunder and heavy 
rains follow to cool things off. YEAH! That’s life calling! 
 
Just take time out, and watch the rain through your windows 
sipping hot coffee and some bajji-pakodas. You could also sit 
on a chair by your window and read a good book. Your 
evening is charged up. You could probably then work a few 
more hours! Kidding.  
 
If you are stressed on a rainy day, a way to relax is just lying 
down on a couch or sofa and listening to the rain beating 
down on your roof. Tune on to some melodies and time to 
get lost in nothingness.  
 
Driving down and it rains suddenly? Wait a moment and just 
enjoy the rain. Well, you could get drenched to reach your 
destination too and it’s a fun thing to do.  
 
The perfect opportunity to spend time with your family is a 
rainy day. Have fun with them. 
 
Nature has its way to do things. This issue is dedicated to 
the beauty of rain. Its not just irrigation to  
farmers, it’s a way to enjoy life! 



GARDENING 
Hello Friends, 
Let me share my view of gardening, 
Garden, nothing less than heaven. 
The word ‘garden’ drives me to my collection of 

childhood memories in my small garden. 
I always enjoyed the nature’s creation and kept myself 

inclined to God’s wonders. Those were my awesome days. 
Unfortunately those days will never return. I used to sit & 
study under the shades of the trees. I used to share my 
feelings with those little tiny plants, whether it was me being 
upset with my Mother scolding’s or my happiness. Enjoying 
my sunset evenings amidst the blossom colourful flowers 
with colourful butterflies had become a habit 

Oh! My God!! The lessons that I learnt from those trees 
are many. To state few  

• In our life we should always be like those trees 
which provide shade to the needy & create a pleasant 
state of mind. 
• Trees are always independent & never seek their 
nurturing from others as they are sure that God will 
shower rains. 

I hope you all remember a must question in our science 
paper during School days i.e.  “What is photosynthesis?” 
Practically I had an opportunity to see it in my small garden!! 
That’s great right? I still remember once I had been to my 
relative’s house for summer holidays. One day I got scolded 
from one of my relatives for converting the waste land into a 
place for plants. I had used plenty of water in planting those 
pretty saplings!! The reason behind her scolding was the 
scarcity of water in the small village. Thankfully I was 
rescued by my brother. The outcome of this incident made 
me happy because even today my relative is nurturing those 
plants. I am glad that I made her notice fresh green 
vegetables beside her home rather than in a vegetable 
market. I in turn got mouth watering yummy food- ah 
contentment ! 

There are many things to share but I would like to 
conclude that Nature is a bundle of lessons which makes us 
realize those little facts about life. It depends on each 
individual to find them & make their life worth living.:-)  
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By Swathi M  
Email: swathi.m@vnv.ca 



 

 

  
 

 Excel Tips : Substitute 
 

 

By Cf B N Mohan Kumar  
Email: camohanbn@gmail.com 
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Syntax 
=SUBSTITUTE(OriginalText,TextToRemove,TextToInsert,InstanceToUse) 

What Does 
It Do? 
This function 
replaces a specified 
piece of text with a 
different piece of 
text. It can either 
replace all 
occurrences of the 
text, or a specific 
instance. The 
function is case 
sensitive. 



By Cf  Raja Vardhan 
Email: a.rajvardhan@gmail.com 
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Mail  us your answers by 30 th Apri l  
2014 to infomag@capsfoundat ion. in  

1. Is service tax applicable on services provided by a priest at a 
wedding ceremony? 

2. The custodian of national reserves of international currency in 
India is ______ 

3. The words “Satyamev Jayate” inscribed below the emblem of 
India is taken from _______ 

4. Sec ___ of Income Tax Act 1961 defines the term “Charitable 
Purpose”. 

5. . 
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1. Rs.10,000 
2. General 
3. 53 & 45 
4. Insects 
5. Accounts department 

salary 

No winners for Mar’14 



Those who have read Subroto Bagchi's "Go, kiss the 
world" would definitely get captivated by the simple 
language used in it. This book doesn’t let the reader 
down on this aspect. 
The book talks about the new standard in the work 
place “Professionalism”. It revolves around explaining 
today's competitive world and the most important 
attribute of a professional "integrity". It is well dressed 
up by small real life examples on different aspects of 
modern world. The best part is that the book targets all 
type of audiences who are entering the professional 
world. The contents are so well arranged that one can 
read it and relate it with ease. It is a definite pick to 
new and upcoming professionals. 

A Nonversation , a 
conversation that 
seems meaningless 
or ridiculous. 

The application is a pocket guide 
book with all the terms starting 
from beginners to experienced. 
A must have app for people 
students and professionals in 
finance, insurance, banking and 
accounting. The app currently 
contains has 1,200+ terms. 
A glossary of all terms you might 
come across, written in plain and 
simple terms. No more searching 
for wikis, books and the best part 
is no need for internet connection. 
It’s an offline app, very handy in 
meetings and at almost any other 
place where one lacks data 
connection. As an add on it allows 
the user mark terms as favorites 
and even to add comments. 

App of the month: 
Financial Terms 

Word of the month: Nonversation 

Book of the month: The Professional 

Veg of the month : Zuccini 

By Cf  Raja Vardhan 
Email: a.rajvardhan@gmail.com 

1. Lowers Cholesterol   
2. Helps in Weight 

Management   
3. Prevents Cancer  
4. Beneficial in Diabetes  
5. Maintains Eye Health  
6. Lowers Blood Pressure  

7. Promotes Prostate Health  
8. Prevents Gout  
9. Hydrates your Skin 
10. Anti-ageing Benefits   
11. Aids in Collagen Formation   
12. Treatment of Puffy Eyes   
13. Promotes Hair Growth  7 



Cf Infomag, for a while now, has been theme based..making you connect with various aspects of life. We 

thought why not bring in some more excitement by declaring the theme in advance! So here we are with 

the themes for the next three months. 

Send in your theme based articles to infomag@capsfoundation.in. The articles may be anywhere between 200 and 

300 words accompanied by a simple declaration from the author about the originality. Get set & get noticed…! 

Call for articles to be featured in Cf Infomag 
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May 

“Travel” 

To travel is worth any 

cost  or sacrifice 

June 

“Technology” 

Any sufficiently advanced technology 

is indistinguishable from magic 

July 

“Cycling” 

Cycling is a sport of the open 

road 
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Human attitude can be divided into: 

Category 1: One who 
are genuinely 
interested in it               

Category 2: One who 
do it just for name and 

fame 

“The more you give, the less you need”. - Anonymous 
 . 

The mythological character Karna is widely remembered for the charity he did. His principle of “When thou 
doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth” (Don’t let your left hand know what your 
right hand is doing) is taught from the very beginning to every child. Let’s understand a little about charity 
before we begin. 
Charity is defined as “the act of giving money, food, or other kinds of help to people who are poor, sick, etc”.  
Charity gives immense peace to both the giver as well as the taker. That is why it is said, “Takers eat well, and 
givers sleep well”. Charity in itself is an act of gratitude for what one has received from the world.  
Nothing in this world is ours; be it fortune, our material things, money, property, fame, position and job that 
we worked hard to attain. We are attached to these material possessions.  At the end of our life these things 
won’t follow us. Whatever fortune we have piled up, we must leave it. We came into this world with empty 
hands. During our life in this world, we have the illusion that we obtained a fortune. At death, our hands are 
empty. We can't hold our fortune after our death. Alexander the Great reiterates the same when he was on 
his deathbed -“I spent my whole life pursuing wealth, but I was wasting my time most of the time. My wish to 
let people understand that I came to this world in empty hands and I will leave this world also in empty 
hand”. 
 
Today, Charity is done by two categories of people: 



SPC Message: “As the purse is emptied, the heart is filled”. – Victor Hugo 
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Category 1: 
Those people who fall in the first category do not do charity just for the sake of it. Most of such charities go unnoticed. 
These are such category of people who believe in giving to the less – fortunate. Charles Dickens is true when he says 
“No one is useless in this world who lightens the burdens of another”.   We have a lot to learn from Mother Earth who is 
an epitome of a true silent giver and not expecting anything in return.  
 
Category 2: 
On the other hand, people who fall in the second category are very dangerous because “the small charity that comes 
from the heart is better than the great charity that comes from the head”. In such cases, the charity doesn’t give mental 
peace to the donor. Such a charity is no charity. Our attitude should be of a genuine concern; purely for self-satisfaction.  
 
Also, preaching charity is not sufficient. Thoughts must be converted into actions. Here, the action is more vital as 
compared to the attitude or the kind heartedness. Mahatma Gandhi said, “The simplest acts of kindness are by far more 
powerful than a thousand heads bowing in prayer”.  It is not enough if we have good intentions, we have to convert 
them into actions.                                                                      
 
Charity is injurious unless it helps the recipient to become independent of it. “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a 
day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime”. This one sentence encompasses what charity should and 
should not be.  
 




